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March 16, 2021 
 
Governor Ron DeSantis 
The Florida Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Plaza Level 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
 
RE: Veto request for SB 2508 
 
Dear Governor DeSantis: 
 
Despite improvements tempering the harm SB 2508 would have done to Everglades restoration in its 
original form, this legislation remains a detriment to conservation in Florida. For the following reasons, 
we respectfully request that you veto SB 2508.    
 
Harm to Everglades Restoration is blunted, not eliminated 

 
Thanks to your principled opposition and the outcry from the conservation community, provisions in SB 
2508 that would have hamstrung the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) in Everglades 
restoration were diminished. Nevertheless, the amended provisions in the bill will still delay 
implementation of the EAA Reservoir and other projects by requiring additional, unnecessary process 
from the SFWMD.  
 
For example, amendments to the bill removed language that would have restricted the ability of the 
SFWMD to utilize funding for Everglades restoration. However, language remains in the bill that requires 
certification reports be sent to the legislature, creating additional red tape to executing projects.  
 
The revised bill also removed plans to codify the water shortage management rule (F.A.C. 40E-21 and 

40E-22) in Florida statutes – a provision that would have prioritized agricultural water needs above 

Everglades restoration. This is a positive change that allows the SFWMD more flexibility in modifying and 

updating those rules. However, it also created an opportunity for the legislature to modify those rule 

changes, which would prevent the SFWMD from optimizing beneficial flows for Everglades restoration 

and ensuring that all stakeholder needs, including the environment, remain a priority.    

 
Substantially changes the Rural and Family Lands Protection Program (RFLPP) and 
enshrines it in statute as a competitor to Florida Forever. 
 
Historically, Florida’s environmental land buying has occurred through the transparent, accountable and 
science-based Florida Forever program at DEP under the oversight of the Governor’s office. With priority 
setting in public meetings through the Acquisition and Restoration Council and acquisitions considered 
and approved in the same, it is an accountable, transparent program in which taxpayers can be 



   
 

   
 

confident their dollars are being well stewarded, and the public and landowners can both have 
confidence that acquisitions are prioritized based on merit rather than influence.  
 
The Rural and Family Lands Protection Program (RFLPP) administered by the Department of Agriculture 
and Consumer Services under the purview of the Commissioner of Agriculture has long been an 
accessory program to Florida Forever which acquires easements on agricultural lands for the stated 
primary purpose of “protecting agriculture” but with the additional benefit of buffering ecological 
resources from sprawl.  
 
Changes to RFLPP in SB 2508 would: 

a) Expand the RFLPP to allow full-fee acquisitions, not just easements, making it a competitor to 
Florida Forever with less transparency, accountability and science foundation. 

b) Expand RFLPP’s purview from the acquisition of easements on ecologically important ranches 
and timberlands to include all agricultural lands. Under this scope, citrus groves, sod farms, 
tomato fields and more could be eligible for acquisition. 

c) SB 2508 would also enable mitigation banking on lands already protected by state easements. 
This creates the potential for double-dipping, with landowners receiving public money to 
protect their land, and then accepting mitigation funds to replace offsite wetlands lost to 
development on their already-protected acreage. 

 
These changes are unfortunately also included in the appropriations proviso so even with a veto, a 
substantial expansion of the RFLPP will accompany its $300M appropriation in FY23. Nevertheless, SB 
2508 would codify these changes in statute so that they continue beyond FY23, until amended.  
 
We have grave concerns with these changes and believe Florida would be better served to see how they 
are implemented in the coming year before committing to them in perpetuity. Your veto now would 
ensure that if RFLPP wants to continue these changes beyond the current appropriations cycle, they 
would need to be advanced in policy legislation in a future year, with more transparency, opportunity 
for public involvement, and evaluation of how the program was implemented in FY23.  
 
Substantial policy changes like these warrant thorough, public, deliberative vetting, which was not 
possible on the budget conference timeline dictated by their introduction in a conforming bill. For these 
reasons, we urge you to veto SB 2508. Thank you for your consideration. 
  
Sincerely,  
  
 
 
 
Julie Wraithmell      
VP and Executive Director    
Audubon Florida      



RESOLUTION NO. __ 

A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA 

REQUESTING THAT GOVERNOR DESANTIS VETO SB 2508; AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE 

WHEREAS, Islamorada, Village of Islands (the "Village") is a duly constituted municipality having such 

power and authority conferred upon it by the Florida Constitution and Chapter 166, Florida Statutes; 

and 

WHEREAS, the Florida Forever program is Florida’s premiere land conservation and acquisition program 

and has purchased more than 869,000 acres of land since the inception of the program in 2001; and 

WHEREAS, the Florida Forever program is a transparent, accountable, and science-based program 

subject to the Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s oversight under the office of the 

Governor; and 

WHEREAS, the Village of Islamorada has benefitted directly from the Florida Forever land acquisition 

program through acquisition of Green Turtle Hammock Preserve and Key Tree Cactus Preserve; and  

WHEREAS, the Village of Islamorada recently reconvened its Land Acquisition Advisory Committee in 

order to evaluate potential properties for public acquisition; and  

WHEREAS, the Village is in the process of identifying properties that may be eligible for Florida Forever 

funding and other state land acquisition funds; and  

WHEREAS, the Florida legislature recently passed a conforming appropriations bill, SB 2508: 

Environmental Resources, which includes changes to the Rural and Family Lands Protection Program 

(RFLPP) – a program administered by the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services under the 

purview of the Commissioner of Agriculture which acquires easements on agricultural lands for the 

stated primary purpose of “protecting agriculture;” and 

WHEREAS, SB 2508 includes changes to the RFLPP program that would expand the program to allow for 

full-fee acquisitions, not just easements, making it a competitor to the Florida Forever program; 

WHEREAS, SB 2508 expands RFLPP’s purview from the acquisition of easements on ecologically 

important ranches and timberlands to include all agricultural lands which would have the effect of 

allowing citrus groves, sod farms, tomato fields and more to be eligible for acquisition under the 

program; and  

WHEREAS, SB 2508 would also enable mitigation banking on lands already protected by state 

easements, creating the potential for double-dipping, with landowners receiving public money to 

protect their land, and then accepting mitigation funds to replace offsite wetlands lost to development 

on their already-protected acreage; and  

WHEREAS, these changes are also included in the appropriations proviso and so even with a veto, a 

substantial expansion of the RFLPP will accompany its $300M appropriation in FY23; and 

WHEREAS, SB 2508 would codify these changes in statute so that they continue beyond FY23, until 

amended; and 



WHEREAS, these changes would not only leave land purchasing and pricing decision under the RFLPP 

program to the sole discretion of the Department of Agriculture, without science-based guidance or 

technical oversight by the state’s Acquisition and Restoration Council, but it would also redirect essential 

funding needed to preserved Florida’s habitat, water quality, and resilience from the Florida Forever 

program; and 

WHEREAS, the Village of Islamorada encourages Governor DeSantis to veto SB 2508 to prevent any 

undermining to the Florida Forever program. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, 

FLORIDA, AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. Authorization of Village Officials. The Village Manager is hereby authorized to take all 

necessary and expedient action to effectuate the intent of this Resolution, including directing contract 

lobbyists to address this matter.  

Section 2. Effective Date. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon adoption. 


